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Below is a list of changes to the DBPLUS Performance Monitor system for Microsoft SQL Server database 
monitoring. 
 
New in 2023.1 version 

1 Logging out of the application after user inactivity 

In the latest version, functionality has been added to log out a Performance Monitor application user 
after detected inactivity. If the application detects that a user does not perform an activity on a 
browser tab with the DBPLUS application for a period of 60 minutes (the default value), logout from 
the application will occur and a screen with logout information will be displayed. 
 

 
 
The Use login timeout and Login timeout parameter, available in the Configuration >Settings menu 
in the GUI Settings section, is responsible for the mechanism's operation. The parameter is available 
from Global setings and applies to the operation of the entire application for a given database 
platform. 
In addition, the message that is presented after logging out is configurable. From the settings level, 
you can freely change the description according to your needs.  
 

 
 
The functionality is enabled by default immediately after the update and the time after which the 
disconnection will occur is 60 minutes by default. 
In addition, a button for the user to log out of the application has been added.  
 

 
Logging out will display a message with the content, according to the configuration available in the 
Configuration menu. 
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Note: The logout functionality is available only for the application for which the Windows 
Authentication option has been enabled, accessible from the DBPLUS Configuration Wizard from the 
Windows server on which the application has been installed. 
 

 
 

2 Adding Audit log functionality 

In the latest version of the application, functionality for tracking the login and logout of DBPLUS 
application users has been added. Every event of user login and logout from the application is logged.  
The functionality is available regardless of the enabled Windows Authentication functionality. 
If authentication by a domain account is not enabled, Anonymous is entered in the log in the User 
field. 
Logging information is available in the Servers monitor > Logs menu under Audit logs .  

 
The data is stored for a period of 30 days (default). The user can change the settings based on the 
parameter in the Configuration setings menu under HISTORY SETTINGS. 
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3 DBPLUS application configuration change history 

Functionality for tracking changes in DBPLUS Performance Monitor application parameter settings 
has been added. Starting with the latest version, changes in parameter values accessible from the 
Configuration > Settings menu are recorded in history. Changes from both Global setings and 
dedicated instance level parameters are tracked. 
 

 
 

An example of the view of changes in settings available in the DBPLUS application. 
 

 
 

4 User documentation in the application 

 

A new version of documentation has been added in the latest version. The documentation is 
collectively available as before in the main menu Help > Manual. 
In addition to a standard user's guide describing the operation of the functionalities included in the 
application, there is also technical documentation and an update history describing changes for 
recent versions of the application. 
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In addition, access to the user manual is available from any page in the application by clicking on the 
"i" icon in the upper right corner. Clicking on a given page will open a manual showing a description 
of the functionality for the dedicated page in the application. 

 
 

4.1. Headings in tables 

Another change concerns the addition of information about the data available in the tables accessible 
from the application. Starting with the latest version, for each table after hovering over the header  
 

 

5 Improvements in execution plans 

We have made a number of changes related to the functionality of collecting as well as storing 
execution plans in the repository. 
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5.1. Improving EMPTY PLAN problems 

One of the main changes is related to reading plans from system views. As of the latest version, we 
have changed the way we collect new plans, as well as for plans for which we have not been able to 
collect a plan so far (EMPTY PLAN designation), the application will collect plans every time a query 
is run in an MSSQL instance and the threshold statistics for all runs of a given query are exceeded. 

5.2. Streamlining for plan storage 

Predefined execution plans 
As part of the update, a fix has been uploaded to reduce the size of the DBPLUS repository due to a 
change in the way technical (predefined) plans are stored for which no plans are generated in MSSQL. 

 
 

Multiple versions of execution plans 
The current application logic saves each all versions of execution plans that are executed by queries. 
In a situation where a very large number of versions of queries are generated on instances that are 
executed with the same plan, there is a risk of large data growth in the repository. 
As part of the latest version, a new parameter Keep multiple plan versions has been added, enabled 
by default. The parameter prevents the collection of redundant execution plans and keeps a 
maximum of 100 versions of a given plan in the repository. 
 

 
 
Removal of unnecessary execution plans 
Redundant data that was stored in the repository after the upgrade to the latest version will be 
removed. The upgrade will remove redundant predefined plans as well as redundant versions of plans 
for which there are more than 100 combinations of query hash, plan hash, databases. 
The user can see information about the deleted unnecessary plans in the Servers Monitor > Logs 
menu under the Plan Cleaner log option.  
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6 Assigning categories for monitored instances  

In the latest version of the application, we have added functionality for assigning multiple categories to 
monitored instances. Until now, the functionality allowed assigning one category to one instance. As of the 
latest version, we have changed this limitation, allowing you to assign multiple categories for instances. 
Assigning categories to instances is possible from the Configuration > Instances menu. On the screen, the user 
selects instances from the list and then in the menu on the right in the Category field indicates the category 
appropriate for the instance. After making changes, save the changes made. 
 

 
 
In addition, on the Dashboard screen in the Category group field, there is an option to redirect directly to a 
screen in which you can assign a category to an instance by selecting Assign category. 
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Pages where categories were used have also been modified and adjusted to support the assignment of 
multiple categories. In particular, the changes affect screens in the main menu such as: 

• Space monitor 

• Parameters 

• Reports 
On these pages, we have changed the way instances are selected for search by searching for instances using 
filters and selecting via checkbox. 
 

 

7 Improvements and bug fixes 

7.1. Update of wait dictionary not affecting performance 

The dictionary of waits that do not affect performance has been modified. In the latest version, we 
have added a "BROKER%" entry. The dictionary is available from the Configuration > Settings> Waits 
settings menu. It contains information about waits that do not affect the duration of queries executed 
in the monitored instance and are usually related to internal database processes.   

7.2. Searching for instances in Configuration Wizard 

In the latest version, we have added instance search at the Configuration Wizard level. The search 
works on lowercase and uppercase letters, regardless of whether we started from the beginning of 
the name or search for a character in the middle of the instance name. 
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7.3. Dictionary of calendar filters 

 

In the latest version, we added the ability to configure default calendar filters. From the latest version, 
users have the ability to modify the calendar filters available on the application pages. Changing the 
settings will cause modifications for all users of the application. 
 

 
The dictionary data can be found on the page under Configuration > References lists at the Calendar 
lists level. 
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7.4. Improved mechanism for importing instances for monitoring 

In the latest version, we have improved the mechanism for importing SQL instances from a flat file 
into monitoring. The problem consisted of misreading the port number of the imported instance. The 
problem has been corrected.  
 

 


